HDC WORKSHOP – 12:00 PM
1. Cherry v. Wiesner Decision (Raleigh)
2. POLICY AND DESIGN GUIDELINES UPDATE

HDC MEETING: 1:00 – 7:00

- CALL TO ORDER
- APPROVAL OF FEBRUARY MINUTES
- APPLICATIONS FOR CERTIFICATES OF APPROPRIATENESS

APPLICATIONS CARRIED OVER FROM DECEMBER

1. 804 E. KINGSTON AVENUE
   Case No. HDC 2015-281
   ADDITION
   KEITH WESOLOWSKI, APPLICANT

2. 715 EAST WORTHINGTON AVENUE
   Case No. HDC 2015-290
   ADDITION
   ALLEN BROOKS, APPLICANT

NEW APPLICATIONS

DILWORTH

3. 2200 PARK ROAD
   Case No. HDC 2016-037
   ADDITION
   LANCE BLUNDELL, APPLICANT

WILMORE

4. 2112 WILMORE DRIVE
   Case No. HDC 2016-032
   SECOND STORY ADDITION
   CHRIS GOODWIN, APPLICANT

WESLEY HEIGHTS

5. 632 GRANDIN ROAD
   Case No. HDC 2016-020
   PAINTED BRICK
   CLEMENT R. ASHFORD, OWNER

6. 408 WALNUT AVENUE
   Case No. HDC 2016-034
   PARGE FOUNDATION
   ELZA DREINA, OWNER

7. 404 WALNUT AVENUE
   Case No. HDC 2016-038
   REAR ADDITION
   MICHELE SUTTON, APPLICANT